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Abstract

In spontaneous conversational speech, all portions of speech do not always have high clarity. For example, the portions not having important information or the end of a sentence are not very clear. We consider that clarity of speech is controlled by F0, power, speech rate, place of articulation and so on. We consider that the clarity changes continuously, and change of clarity of speech produce a fluent rhythm in human speech. The purpose of our research is introducing the change of clarity into synthesized speech. In this paper, we try to control clarity of synthesized speech by post-processing of F0, power and formants. We evaluate the synthesized speech by auditory tests using SD method. The synthesized speech with control of clarity is better than the synthesized speech without control of clarity in several speech properties, e.g., calmness and smoothness.

1. Introduction

Speech synthesis is prospective method for natural human–computer communication. The studies on speech synthesis have been carried out for many years [1]. There are already high quality speech synthesis methods now [2]. Those systems aim to make more clear speech. However, in spontaneous conversational speech, human do not always speak very clearly. For example, the portions without important information or the end of a sentence are not very clear.

The contents of utterance or the speaking style effect prosodic factors and phonemic factors. Then the clarity of speech changes continuously. This change of clarity may produce a fluent rhythm or a tempo of speech. We aim to introduce this change of clarity into synthesized speech. In this paper, we try to control clarity of synthesized speech by post-processing of F0, power and formants. In Chapter 2, we explain our concept and the behavior of F0, power and formants in several speaking style. In Chapter 3, we explain about post-processing of F0, power and formants. In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, we describe our auditory tests using re-synthesized speech by post-processing.

2. Our basic concept

2.1. Concepts relevant to clarity control and utterance generation

We have two basic concepts in this research. One concept is relevant to clarity control. In natural speech, prosodic factors and phonemic factors change with influence of the contents of utterance, the speaking style, and so on. We consider that the change of those factors effect the clarity of speech. We consider that this change of clarity may produce a fluent rhythm or a tempo of speech. The clarity of speech also changes continuously in speech. In other words, we think prosodic high-tension speech is loud, high F0, large change of speech rate and with clear phoneme utterance. We think prosodic low-tension speech is quiet, low F0, little change of speech rate and unclear articulation. We consider that the transition of prosodic tension produce a fluent rhythm or a tempo of speech.

The other concept is relevant to utterance generation. Conventionally, segmental (phonemic) features and supra-segmental (prosodic) features are separately investigated. However, we consider that some of phonemic features depend upon prosodic conditions, e.g., a word may be differently pronounced whether there is an emphasis or not. The prosodic features are F0, power, speech rate and so on. We consider that smooth utterance with the intelligibility is realized by adding the prosodic features in phonemic factor. We consider that the introduction of the prosodic features in phonemic factor realizes synthesized speech like natural speech.

In this study, we aim to introduce transition of prosodic tension and the prosodic features in phonemic factor into speech synthesis.

2.2. A preliminary study

As a preliminary study, we researched prosodic tension of natural speech in order to confirm existence of transition of prosodic tension.

2.2.1. Speech recording

We prepare five short sentences. We define one portion of a sentence as topic portion. We define other portions as non-topic portion. The speakers utter sentences in three speaking style. One speaking style is speaking whole sentence clearly. This style is called "whole clear" style. The second style is speaking topic-portion clearly and speaking non-topic portions relaxing as usual conversation. This style is called "topic only clear" style. The third style is speaking whole sentence relaxing as usual conversation. This style is called "whole relax" style. In these short sentences, a topic portion is defined always between two non-topic portions, i.e., a sentence is divided into 3 portions in order of a non-topic portion, a topic portion, and a non-topic portion. The each portion is called "preceding non-topic portion", "central topic portion" and "following non-topic portion". The speakers are two native Japanese who belong to student theatrical circle.

2.2.2. Analysis

We calculate "F0 maximum value", "RMS power average" and "the distance from neutral vowel" on preceding non-topic portion, central topic portion and following non-topic portion. The "RMS power average" is the value dividing the sum of RMS power by the number of the analysis frames. "The distance from neutral vowel" is defined a Euclidean distance.
between two spectra, i.e., a spectrum of a "neutral vowel" and that of current speech data. Actually, these spectra are expressed by sets of frequency value of lower 4 formants, i.e., F1, F2, F3 and F4. A "neutral vowel" is similar to schwa with a frequency spectrum. Furthermore, the formants of the "neutral vowel" are similar to the frequency response of uniform tube with yielding walls, friction and thermal loss shown (in Figure 2 [3]). From this frequency response and some unclear speech spoke by the native Japanese, we define that the formant frequencies of "neutral vowel" are F1=481, F2=1342, F3=2203 and F4=3316 [Hz].

2.2.3. Results and discussion

An example of the results is shown in Figure 1, Figure 2 and Figure 3. We pay attention to features of "topic only clear style" speech. In the "preceding non-topic portion" and the "following non-topic portion", the F0 maximum values in the "topic only clear style" are approximate to the F0 maximum values of "whole relax style". In the "central topic portion", the F0 maximum values in the "topic only clear style" are approximate to the values of "whole clear style". The features of RMS power average are same tendency of F0 maximum value. In the "preceding non-topic portion" and the "following non-topic portion", the values of RMS power average in the "topic only clear style" is also approximate to the values of "whole relax style". In the "central topic portion", the value of RMS power average in the "topic only clear style" is approximate to the values of "whole clear style". In the "preceding non-topic portion", the values of the distance from neutral vowel are approximate to the values of "whole relax style". In the "central topic portion" and "following non-topic portion", the values of the distance from neutral vowel are values approximate to the "whole clear style". The speaking style like "topic only clear style" is approximate to "whole clear style" in the topic portion, and approximate to "whole relax style" in the non-topic portion. The clarity of speech change in topic portion and non-topic portion. The speaking styles have different tendencies of prosodic features and phonemic features. Speaking style changes prosodic factors and phonemic factors. According to this preliminary study, we consider that the transition of prosodic tension exists in natural speech.
formants is synchronized with the F0 contour of original-speech when F0 of original-speech is lower than a constant threshold. We call the threshold "F0\_flag". The "F0\_flag" is defined by equation (1).

\[ \log F0_{\text{flag}} = (\log F0_{\text{max}} - \log F0_{\text{min}}) \times 2/3 + \log F0_{\text{min}} \]  

where "\log F0_{\text{max}}" denotes maximum value of F0 in logarithm, and "\log F0_{\text{min}}" denotes minimum value of F0 in logarithm.

3.2.1. F0 control

Figure 4 shows an overview of the processing of F0 control. Processing of F0 control is performed by narrowing of the range of F0 (i.e., the range between the maximum and minimum on logarithm scale). In processing of F0 control, we do not modify the minimum value of F0. The range is narrowed by multiplying a constant value, r\_F0.

3.2.2. Power control

Figure 5 shows an overview of the processing of power control. Processing of power control is performed by multiplying the power of original-speech by a variable. We make the transition of the variable correspond to the movement of F0 in original-speech. The variable is called r\_pow. The r\_pow takes 1.0 as a maximum value and takes a constant as a minimum value. The constant is called r\_pow\_min.

3.2.3. Formant control

Processing of formant control is performed by making the formants similar to that of neutral vowel. The modification is performed when the F0 of original-speech is lower than F0\_flag. Formant frequencies of neutral vowel are defined from [3] and the preliminary study with measuring of actual neutral vowel (F1=481, F2=1342, F3=2203, F4=3316 [Hz]). Processed formant frequency f'_i is derived from the following equation.

\[ f'_i = f_{i-lazy} + (f_i - f_{i-lazy}) \times r_{\text{for}} \]  

where the r\_for denotes a variable to process formants to be closer to neutral vowel. We define that the r\_for takes 1.0 as maximum value and takes a constant minimum value. The minimum is called r\_for\_min. The f\_i denotes the i-th formant frequency of the original-speech, f_{i-lazy} denotes i-th formant frequency of neutral vowel.

In this paper, the r\_pow\_min set to be 0.5, r\_for\_min set to be 0.3 and r\_F0 set to be 0.5.

4. Auditory Test

We prepare two kinds of synthesized speech. One kind of synthesized speech has processed F0, power and formants by previous method in non-topic portions. These synthesized speech are called "processed speech". Another kind of synthesized speech has original F0, power and formants without modification. These synthesized speech are called "non-processed speech". Non-processed speech is also analyzed and re-synthesized by formant synthesizer. The reason of re-synthesizing is to give the degradation of speech quality to non-control speech, and we make that the conditions other than processing of clarity control are the same.

The auditory test using SD (Semantic Differential) method is carried out. The SD method is one of a method on evaluation of the impression of sound stimuli [7]. The subjects are 13 native Japanese who are graduate school students. The test is carried out with headphones in the quiet room. We use WWW browser with CGI program as the questionnaire. We prepare five non-processed speech stimuli and five processed speech stimuli. These ten speech stimuli are called a "stimuli-set".

Speech stimuli are arranged at random order for every subject. In a rehearsal test, one stimuli-set is presented. In an actual test, three stimuli-sets are presented. An interval of speech stimuli is 60 seconds in the rehearsal test. In the actual test, an interval of speech stimuli is 50 seconds. We do not evaluate the results of the rehearsal test, since the aim of rehearsal test is that the subjects become familiar with operation. In SD method, the stimuli impressions are measured by opposite adjective pairs.

Table 1 shows fifteen adjective pairs using in the auditory test. Speech stimuli are arranged at random order for every subject. In a rehearsal test, one stimuli-set is presented. In an actual test, three stimuli-sets are presented. An interval of speech stimuli is 60 seconds in the rehearsal test. In the actual test, an interval of speech stimuli is 50 seconds. We do not evaluate the results of the rehearsal test, since the aim of rehearsal test is that the subjects become familiar with operation. In SD method, the stimuli impressions are measured by opposite adjective pairs.

Table 1 shows fifteen adjective pairs using in the auditory test. Speech stimuli are arranged at random order for every subject. In a rehearsal test, one stimuli-set is presented. In an actual test, three stimuli-sets are presented. An interval of speech stimuli is 60 seconds in the rehearsal test. In the actual test, an interval of speech stimuli is 50 seconds. We do not evaluate the results of the rehearsal test, since the aim of rehearsal test is that the subjects become familiar with operation. In SD method, the stimuli impressions are measured by opposite adjective pairs.

In the Table 1, "positive adjective" is an adjective with good impression generally, and "negative adjective" is an adjective with bad impression generally. The auditory test is carried out with Japanese adjectives. In the table, the upper word of a cell is Japanese adjective used in the auditory test, and the lower word of a cell is meaning of the adjective.

5. Results and discussion

We calculate the average of points selected by each subjects in three sets. We define the average as the subject's point about one adjective pair. Figure 6 shows the number of subjects whose point of processed speech is larger than point of non-processed speech. Figure 6 indicates that subjects feel "quit", "calm", "smooth" and "soft" impressions for processed speech. These adjectives express humanness. We consider that processing on F0, power and formants is able to bring synthesized speech close to natural speech.
Table 1: Adjective pairs used in the auditory test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>positive</th>
<th>negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ningenteki</td>
<td>kikaiteki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>shizukana</td>
<td>souzoushi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ochitsuita</td>
<td>kandakai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>tokeatta</td>
<td>barabarana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>kokoroyoi</td>
<td>fukainan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(The upper word in a cell is Japanese adjective, the lower word in a cell is meaning of the adjective in English.)

Conversely, Figure 6 indicates that subjects do not feel "clear", "bright" and "tight" impressions for processed speech. In other word, subjects have "vague", "dark" and "loose" impressions for processed speech. As one of reasons, we consider that the end of sentence has low clarity. According to the introspective reports of subjects after the auditory test, several subjects express the impression of whole speech by the impression of the end of sentence. The values of F0 at the end of sentence are the lowest in the speech. Since processing is synchronized with F0 contour, the clarity is low at the end of sentence. In the processing, the end of a sentence is processed too much unclear. Therefore, the impression of whole speech may be too much unclear. To resolve this problem, we have to examine the amounts of processing and the improvement of processing method in future.

6. Conclusion

We have tried to control clarity of synthesized speech by post-processing of F0, power and formants. We have evaluated the synthesized speech by the auditory test using SD method. The synthesized speech with control of clarity have been better than the synthesized speech without control of clarity in several expressions impressed by several adjectives (e.g., calm, smooth). Since these adjectives express humanness, we have considered that post-processing of F0, power and formants are able to bring synthesized speech to be close to natural speech. Future issues are improvement of processing method and refinement of the amounts of processing F0, power and formants.
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